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1. USER INTERFACE 

 

After starting the executable file (CraigEst.exe), console of the program is displayed. The 

program contains section specifying the model formula, Input section and Output section (see 

the picture below). 

 
 

You can only control the Input section of the program. Craig Estimator first asks you for 

number of captured individuals, then it asks you for number of captures. Type in relevant 

number and press Enter. After this, the program computes the model formula and displays 

Output section with results. These are, first, the estimate of the population size (n), secondly, 

the standard error of the estimate (SE). 

For estimation of the results, Craig Estimator uses formula of the Method 1 mentioned in 

Craig (1953). Craig Estimator only computes the estimate of the population size and standard 

error of the estimate. The interpretation of the results lies on the user. Craig Estimator 

displays exact values of the model with decimal places. User has to decide whether the 

number should be rounded or only non-decimal part of the computed population size should 

be used (as you only can have whole individuals, not their parts). Always have in mind that 

Craig Estimator gives you exact results of the Craig’s model, but these results are based on 

non-exact field data containing sampling error. 

To exit the program click on the x button on the right top of the console, or press Ctrl+C. 

 

reference: 

Craig C.C. (1953): On the utilization of marked specimens in estimating populations of 

flying insects. Biometrika 40:170-176. 



 

2. ERROR MESSAGES 

 

If you encouter an error message, always pay attention to what the program asks you for. In 

Craig Estimator, there are two types of error messages: 

 

a.) !! Error in input: 

    input number must be integer 

 

- the input number may only be of integer type. Any other input formats cause displaying of 

error message. It is based on the fact that you can only capture whole individuals, not their 

parts, 

 

b.) !! Error in input: 

    number of captures (s) must be greater than 

    number of captured individuals (r) 

 

- if the number of captures typed in is lesser than the number of captured individuals, then the 

equation doesn’t make a sense and the program displays error message. Then, you are asked 

to repeat whole input process again. If the number of captures typed in is equal to the number 

of captured individuals, the program displays error message as well, because results coming 

from these data are highly uncorroborated. 
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